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HEALTH & TECH THIS MONTH

Progressing from
January, February is a
month of love and valentines providing Peth
Yoeung is flourishingly heading towards our
goals as the digital and
technological
solution
provider for the technological development
and healthcare service
in Cambodia. To celebrate our achievement in
2020 and set new goals
for 2021, Peth Yoeung
of First Womentech Asia
orchestrated an annual
staff meeting on the 12th
of February 2021.

Peth
Yoeung,
cloud-based
hospital
management system of
First Womentech Asia,
under the honor of Mrs.
Pong Limsan; Co-Founder and CEO, and Mr. Bin
Socheat; business operation advisor, organized
a yearly staff meeting
event to mark a reflection and celebrate Peth
Yoeung’s achievements
in 2020 and seed a vision
in order to anticipate the
outcome for 2021. The
meeting began with an
opening remark by Mrs.
Pong Limsan who hon-

orably captured and presented the main achievements and progress of
Peth Yoeung throughout
2020 followed by an instructive
presentation
on organizational leadership skills by Mr. Bin
Socheat to all attendees.
The event also covered
various informative presentations and entertaining activities from Peth
Yoeung staff of different
departments.
(continue to page 4)
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New Panel Clinics Sign Up to Go Digital and Green Hospitals
February marks a
fruitful inflow of new clients
for Peth Yoeung, cloud-based
hospital management system
as we signed partnership
agreements with four new
panels respectively for them
to go digital. Those four new
panels were Elegant Clinic
(Poipet), Pshar Thnoal Boath
Clinic, Philmed Phnom Penh
Medical Center and Saang
Rung Roeung Clinic. Among
which, Philmed Phnom Peng
Medical Center is the only one
to be member of the Smart
Green Hospital Network and
would contribute to preserving
our environment.

Elegant
Clinic
provides
various medical treatment
services including general
diseases, pediatrics and adult,
small surgery, emergency,
ecology, radiology, heart rate
measurement, blood test and
vaccination.
(continue to page 4)

Peth Yoeung team provided standby technical system to Elegant staff on 01
February 2021

Elegant Clinic is located
in Palelai 1 village, Poipet
commune / city, Banteay

Meanchey province. https://
www.facebook.com/
elegantclinic2021.

Peth Yoeung providing system
training to Elegant Clinic staff on
01 February 2021

Panel Clinics and Hospitals to Get Training Workshops to Go Digital
Even
though
Covid-19
pandemic is still spreading
in Cambodia, Peth Yoeung
is still a leading digital and
healthcare solution provider to
transform our panel hospitals,
pharmacies, and clinics to be
digital ones in this 4.0 industrial
era. Our goal and commitment
are to improve the digital and
technological involvement in the
Cambodian healthcare system
and advance the healthcare
standard in Cambodia.
In February, Peth Yoeung team
have provided practical standby,
system support and refresh
training workshops to our panel
hospitals, pharmacies, and
clinics in using the cloud-based
management system, Peth
Yoeung, to turn them into a
digitally efficient healthc service
provider. The workshops were
to increase and assist our
panels’ staff capacity in utilizing
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II, resides in Oknha Chun St.
(240), Sangkat Chakto Mukh,
Khan Duan Penh, Phnom
Penh.
Our private partner is Clinic SP
which is located in building No.
F10-F11, St. 6A, Borey River
Town, Sangkat Chroy Changva,
Khan Chroy Changva, Phnom
Penh.

Peth Yoeung Team began to provide technical helps to the medical staff of Kantha
Bopha II Hospital during the first stage of operating Peth Yoeung system

our system including three
public hospitals and a private
hospital.
Those three public hospitals
are Phnom Penh Municipal
Referral
Hospital,
Kuntha
Bopha Hospital I, IV, V and
Kuntha Bopha II.Phnom Penh
Municipal Referral

Hospital (PPMRH) locates in
building No. 137-139, Czech
Republic Blvd. (169) corner
with 134, Sangkat Mittapheap,
Khan 7 Makara, Phnom Penh.
Kuntha Bopha Hospital I / IV
/ V locates in France St. (47),
Sangkat Srah Chak, Khan
Duan Penh, Phnom Penh.
The other one, Kuntha Bopha

Peth Yoeung team was on standby at
PPMRH system

(continue to page 5)
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Health Talk Program
and preventive tips for our audiences
and Cambodian people.
Dr. Kdan Yuvathana, a vice chief of
General Disease and Dermatologic of
National Pediatrics Hospital, attended
as a honorable guest speaker on
“Health Talk” program under the topic of
“Dengue Fever”. You can follow the link
or QR code below for a full interview:
https://www.facebook.com/PethYoeung/
videos/136107728343619

Dr. Chin Chan David, diabetes specialist
at Preah Ang Doung Hospital, under the
topic of “The Effects of Diabetes on Eye
Health” on “Health Talk” program. You
can follow the link or QR code below for a
full interview: https://www.facebook.com/
PethYoeung/videos/898114644324448

				
Dr. Kdan Yuvathana, a vice chief of General Disease and Dermatologic of NPH,
					
was attending in Health Talk live on 1st February 2021

Peth Yoeung has a pleasure
and honor to interview doctors to
discuss variety of health topics which
are streaming every Monday and Friday
at 7:30 p.m. on “Health Talk” program
on Peth Yoeung Facebook page. This
program is created to raise awareness
Dr. Chan Buntha, expertise in
urinary system operation of Indra Medical
Center joined as a guest speaker under
a topic of “Kidney Stone” disease on
“Health Talk” Program. You can follow the
link or QR code below for a full interview:
https://www.facebook.com/PethYoeung/
videos/3004059109879041

(continue to page 5)
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Peth Yoeung Remarkable Highlights
(-continue from page 1)
The
presentations
were to provide all Peth
Yoeung staff the progress
and achievements of Peth
Yoeung and Peth Yoeung
products (including Pharmacy
Yoeung, Lab Yoeung, Dentist
Yoeung and e-Health Yoeung
app) as the technological
pioneer and digital platform
for healthcare sector in
Cambodia. The entertaining
activities were conducted in
three different groups in two
separate sections for Peth
Yoeung staff to reflect what
were achieved in 2020 and
what to be expected in 2021
by showing their commitment
and desire to maintain the
quality of our products and
company likewise to develop
further advanced and reliable
technology.
At the end of the
event, co-founder and CEO of
Peth
Yoeung
by
First

Womentech Asia, Mrs. Pong
Limsan, presented certificates
of appreciation and awarded
the staff who have been
present in the process and
development of “Peth Yoeung”
for more than three years. The
four staff members are from
the system development and
quality assurance departments
of the “Peth Yoeung”. Moreover,
in this joyful moment, Mr. Bin
Socheat awarded five brand
ambassadors of Peth Yoeung
who have actively engaged in
our technological development
and brand exposure on social
media.
In February, Mrs.
Pong Limsan, co-founder
and CEO of Peth Yoeung
under First Womentech Asia,
attended a weekly event “Good
Pharmacy Practice” to have a
presentation about Pharmacy
Yoeung to over a thousand
participants.
The event was organized
by the Ministry of Health of
Cambodia which took place

Co-founder and CEO of Peth Yoeung, Mrs. Pong Limsan, and Peth Yoeung staff

weekly at the CambodiaKorea Cooperation Center
(CKCC). Peth Yoeung had
the opportunity to participate
for the fourth and fifth time
to illustrate the operation of
Pharmacy Yoeung, the digital
pharmacy management being
a product of Peth Yoeung, to
over a thousand attendees.
Representing Peth Yoeung of
First Womentech Asia, Mrs.
Pong Limsan was presented
at CKCC as an honorable
speaker to present our
innovation, Pharmacy Yoeung,

to over a thousand attendees
including pharmacists and
pharmacy owners.
With
Pharmacy
Yoeung,
you can transform your
pharmacy operation into one
with modernity and efficiency
in pharmacy management.
Pharmacy Yoeung is the best
digital-pharmacy
solution
and option provider for you,
the pharmacy owner and
manager, in the contemporary
technology-based society.

New Panel Clinics Sign Up to Go Digital and Green Hospitals
(-continue from page 2)
Psar Thnoal Boath
Clinic is located in Khnach
Khang Tbong Village, Boeung
Tranh
Khang
Cheung
Commune, Samrong District,
Takeo Province. shorturl.at/
nzGKR. The clinic serves 24/7
medical service and treatment

to all customers in Takeo
province.

Philmed Phnom Penh
Medical Center is the only
medical center in February to
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become a member of Smart
Green
Hospital
Network,
a program to preserve our
environment and maintain
green city. It locates in Hun
Sen Blvd, Borey Peng Houth
The Star Diamond, St# C01,
#144, Chak Angre Krom,
Khan
Meanchey,
Pnhom
Penh. https://www.facebook.
com/Philmedmedicalcenter.
Philmed Phnom Penh Medical
Center aims to provide global
medical care in Cambodia.

Village, Prek Koy Commune,
Saang District, Kandal province.
https://www.facebook.com/
Saangrungroeung. The clinic
serves
24/7
emergency,
surgery, pediatrics, treatment
for hypertension; diabetes, and
heart diseases, and ecology.

Saang Rung Roeung
Clinic resides in Prek Snong
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Panel Clinics and Hospitals to Get Training Workshops to Go Digital

Peth Yoeung team provided training to Chaom Choa Polyclinic

(-continue from page 2)
Peth Yoeung is a
cutting-edge digital platform
for hospitals in Cambodia,
facilitating the health care
sector to be more convenient
in treating and serving patients,
and customers. With Peth

Yoeung, we can form a
network of smart hospitals
with modern technology in
hospital management, medical
appointment, and keeping
patient records.

Besides panel hospitals and
clinics, Peth Yoeung also
dispensed workshops for panel
pharmacies who are operating
Pharmacy Yoeung.
One is Reachsey Pharmacy,
which is located in No. 350E0,
Mao Tse Toung Boulevard,
Sangkat
Beoung
Salang,
Khan Toul Kork, Phnom Penh,
and other is Siddhika SenSok
Pharmacy that is located in No.
4A, St 2009 Sangkat Teouk
Thla, Khan SenSok, Phnom
Penh.

Peht Yoeung team provided training
to SP clinic

PHARMARCIE REACHSEY ORSOTH

Besides these, our team has
provided refresh training to
two hospitals which are the
National hospital, Preah Ket
Mealea Hospital, which locates
in France St. (47), Sangkat
Srah Chak, Khan Duan Penh,
Phnom Penh and another one,
Chaom Choa Polyclinic that
resides in No.4, National Road
4, Sangkat Chomchao, Khan
Posenchey, Phnom Penh.

Health Talk Program
(-continue from page 3)

Dr. Tech Cheapov,
a specialist of ENT of Orchid
Koh Pich Hospital, who was
illustrating the topic of “Adult’s
Tonsillitis” in “Health Talk”
program. You can follow the
link or QR code below for a
full interview: https://www.
facebook.com/PethYoeung/
videos/851315268770629
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Dr.
Rith
Narong,
Ophthalmologist and Retina
Specialist of Preah Ang Duong
Hospital,
illlusrated
about
“Cataract” in “Health Talk”
program. You can follow the
link or QR code below for a
full interview: https://www.
facebook.com/PethYoeung/
videos/853024345547939

Dr. Kao Sambath, vice-chief
department of Malnutrition,
Neurology
and
mental
health,
National
Pediatric
Hospital, who
illustrated
on “Seizures in Children” in
“Health Talk” program. You
can follow the link or QR code
below for a full interview:
h t t p s : / / w w w. f a c e b o o k .
com/1849446905320129/
videos/159440565992727
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Disclaimer: All the material
inside the HEALTH & TECH This
month such as articles, quotes,
poster, are Copyright © 2020 by
the PETH YOEUNG and First
Womentech Asia Co., LTD. No
part can be reproduced without
the consent from the intellectual
properties owner. All rights reserve!

Contact Us:

Peth Yoeung, #15D, St. 03
Sangkat Teok Laak III, Toul Kok,
Phnom Penh, Cambodia.
Tel : +855 89 723 446 / 15 550 471
Email : info@pethyoeung.com
Facebook : @Peth Yoeung
Website : www.pethyoeung.com
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